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A RECIDIVIST PEDOPHILE DIRECTOR OF PRIMARY SCHOOL STOPPED BY
POLICE IN FRANCE
WAS RECRUITED BY THE NATIONAL EDUCATION

Paris, Washington DC, 29.03.2015, 22:33 Time

USPA NEWS - An elementary school principal was arrested monday morning in Villefontaine in Isère (French Alps) on suspicion of
raping several of his pupils. The director already recidivist was reinstated in the national education despite a conviction in 2008. He
confessed to the facts in custody Tuesday. 

HOW A REPEAT OFFENDER AFTER CONVICTED PEDOPHILE COULD STILL WORK IN A SCHOOL ?--------------
Confessions and many new suspected cases have created shock amongst the parents and the public. In 2008, the principal is
convicted in court for possession of child pornography images, along with a 6-month suspended sentence and was able to continue to
practice his profession in contact with minor students? Normally teachers must be checked (Under to the French law) regarding their
criminal record before being hired.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
THE FRENCH MINISTER OF EDUCATION NAJAT VALLAUD BELKACEM REOGNIZES THAT THERE WAS
"MALFUNCTIONING" -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This school director has, not only been recruited again after his conviction in 2008, but it seems to have changed schools every 3
years, without even arouse suspicions about his behavior and sexual touching sex to children. The Minister of National Education
Najat Vallaud Belkacem, acknowledged that there had "dysfunction" and "National Education would not have been informed of the
Director of condemnation."---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In France there is an automated court file (FIJAIS) that lists the perpetrators of sexual or violent offenses. This includes murder, rape,
torture, and procuring all sexual offenses involving minors. The inspectorate says that "We had no information. This is a control for the
first hires and interns but after there is no systematic procedure" concerning the Director "pedophile" who should have so be on this
file. "There was nothing in his file on this conviction, it was discovered yesterday," he told AFP the Isère academy inspector Dominique
Fis, which s' tuesday, March 24 went to primary school in Ras Mas (Villefontaine).
The director "rapist" (That he confessed to his indictment, on March 25, he was suspected of having inflicted blow jobs to at least two
of his students in primary preparatory course ) he called a "workshop of taste "during which children blindfolded, had to identify" things
"that the teacher made them taste.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The director was able to pass through the mesh of the net and recruited despite his liability related to pedophilia, apparently because
he is not a "first job or trainee" for reasons of "systematic procedure".

POLICE INVESTIGATION WITH LEGAL INFORMATION IS NOW OPEN-------------------------------------------------------
The school principal, 45 years old, male, is the father of two children. He was referred, march 25 in the morning before a magistrate to
open a criminal investigation. Given the criminal nature of the facts, the prosecution of Vienna 5 (French region) must decline
jurisdiction in favor of the prosecutor of Grenoble. The suspect was arrested Monday morning at his home where the Isère gendarmes
found a USB stick with child abuse images.---------------------------------------------------------------------------
This man, who took office in September 2014 in this small Villefontaine neighborhood school, had initially denied the charges against
him. He then acknowledged the possession of pornographic images." Explaining that it was for him an addiction that had continued for
several years" before recognizing imposing blowjobs to several of his students. According to the prosecution of Vienna, he also
photographed and then deleted these assaults, using video materials prepositioned in the classroom. (Source
AFP).-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Now the damage is done and responsibilities will have to be assumed to reassure especially the teaching staff and the now shocked
and worried parents when they entrust their children to the French public school.--------------------For more information see
www.gouvrenement.fr
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